MEMBERSHIP

Assisted living providers continue to be the fastest growing segment of AHCA/NCAL membership.

Diverse Membership

Small and Large Companies (as of Dec 31, 2017)

50% Multi-Facility Owners

50% Independent Owners

For-Profit and Not-for-Profit (as of Dec 31, 2017)

39% Not-for-Profit Owners

61% For-Profit Owners

South Carolina became the 43rd NCAL affiliate in 2017.

ADVOCACY AND POLICY

HCBS Final Rule – CMS delayed the deadline for compliance with the Home and Community-Based Settings Final Rule to 2022.

Protecting Medicaid – NCAL providers helped push back against Congressional proposals to cut Medicaid, in order to ensure access to HCBS settings, like assisted living.

Tax Reform – AHCA/NCAL advocated for protecting private activity bonds and the medical expense deduction as Congress sought to reform taxes.

QUALITY

LTC trend tracker

Your Quality & Performance Solution

1,191 AL communities are registered users

588 uploads on key quality outcomes

27 Silver recipients

126 Bronze recipients

66 ALs achieved two or more of the Quality Initiative goals

$23 billion cut to LTSS prevented

IRS

2017 THE QUALITY INITIATIVE RECOGNITION PROGRAM

NCAL NATIONAL CENTER FOR ASSISTED LIVING

IMPROVING LIVES by DELIVERING SOLUTIONS for QUALITY CARE
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